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Abstract: Over the years, numerous research studies have been carried out on energy efficient routing
approaches for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET). This field of research still offers more scope as the world
has seemingly become wireless. In MANET, mobile nodes are battery powered which needs to utilized fairly,
especially, when no external infrastructure is available such as military battlefield applications. So, variety of
algorithms has been proposed to minimize the energy consumption while nodes are actively participating in
network activities and also when they are idle. Transmission Power Control and Load Balancing Approach
minimize energy consumption during active communication, whereas Power down Approach minimizes during
inactive communication. This survey paper was aimed to analyze active communication approach and also
discussed about existing protocols and possible challenges in achieving energy efficiency.
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INTRODUCTION or multi-hop fashion. The real problem in determining

A Mobile Adhoc Network (MANET) is made u of is  too  small,  the  network  might  be   disconnected.   If
mobile nodes, wireless links with no centralized it  is    too  large,  the  network  might  suffer  with
infrastructure which makes MANET as self-configuring excessive interference which leads to packet loss,
and self-configuring network with its node’s mobility retransmissions  and  conserves  battery  power so
feature. These networks can temporarily formed on quickly (Ref. fig.1) [4]. 
demand such as natural disaster scenarios, Military
applications, etc., In MANET, every mobile node can act
as both host and router (forwards packets to its neighbors
during transmission) [1]. In adhoc wireless networks,
nodes are likely to operate with limited battery capacity,
thus energy conservation became an important issue
since limited battery power prolongs the lifetime of a
node and also the lifetime of the network as a whole. Fig. 1: Different power levels affecting network
Determining an optimal transmit power not only  results in connectivity and level of interference
reducing the amount of excessive network interference,
but also conserves the nodes’ battery power Preferably, maximum possible power savings can be
significantly. The most difficult challenge faces by the achieved by adjusting the transmit power level on a link-
researchers is “what is the optimum transmit power and by-link basis, but in pure adhoc networks where there is
how to determine the optimum power level?” [2, 3]. no centralized coordinator, it is a most difficult and

The  important  objective  of  adhoc networks is to cumbersome task. To address this issue, it is desirable to
offer  network  connectivity,  so  all  the  nodes  can  be have a common transmit power which is optimum to
able  to  communicate  with  other  nodes,  either  in  single perform network communication activities [5, 6].

optimum  transmit  power  is  that  if  the  transmit  power
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Energy Efficiency: Though, MANET characteristics This approach is more likely to over utilize some of the
imposes many challenges in its deployment in various intermediate nodes to minimize the total transmission
applications,  the  following  areas are highly considered power cost to reach destination D. importantly, TPC can
as  a   more   difficult  task  to  achieve  in  a  given mitigate interference level and also increases network
network scenario. They are, Security, achieving QoS, capacity [9].
Energy  Efficiency  and  Mobility  Management.  Among
all  these  factors,  energy efficiency is the most
researched  phenomenon  over  more  than  two decades
as the   node’s   battery  is  having  limited  capacity,
thus, should be utilized in an effective manner. Battery
energy  of a  mobile  node  can  be  conserved in two
ways: firstly, when nodes are actively participating in
network activities i.e. active communication. Secondly,
energy can be conserved when nodes are idle i.e. inactive
communication [7]. 

Approaches: Mobile nodes energy can be conserved Fig. 2: Transmission Power Models
using one of the following three approaches i.e. more than
one approach can also be combined to get better results. The transmission power of a node determines the
They are, namely, Transmission Power Control Approach, range over which the signal can be coherently received
Load Balancing Approach, Sleep/Power down mode and it is an important factor in deciding the network
Approach. This research paper aims to analyze various performance in terms of delay, retransmission, packet loss,
protocols and algorithms proposed under first two energy consumption and network lifetime [10]. 
approaches where energy is conserved while the nodes The main objective of this approach is to utilize the
are active in network communication. node’s battery power effectively by distributing the

Fig. 1: Energy Management Approaches

Transmission Power Control: This approach aims to increase the network connectivity and network lifetime to
minimize the node’s energy consumption by having some keep the network functioning balanced rather than trying
control or no control over the transmission power of node to minimize the route cost or total transmission cost. The
when it transmits or forwards a packet to complete its main aim of this scheme is to protect mobile nodes from
communication. being over utilized. Thus, it selects the energy rich nodes

This Approach Employs Two Models: Power variable
model, where the transmission power can be controlled i.e. Related Work: Earlier works on Transmission Power
adjustable. Power invariable model where transmission Control techniques such as [13] were centralized and
power is non-adjustable. Fig.2 illustrates these models [8]. aimed to minimize the total power consumed to transmit a

workloads equally among the network nodes, thus, avoids
the overutilization of mobile nodes. Consider Fig.2, node
Y is the intermediate node to reach node D with minimum
transmission power. If the same path is followed for a long
time transmissions, node Y battery power can be
exhausted so quickly, resulting in network partitioning. To
avoid this, new path can be selected to reach node D,
considering the residual energy of node Y. In addition,
this approach results in high end to end delay and bit
error rate due to number of short range links to reach the
intended destination [11, 12]. 

Load Balancing Approach: This approach aims to

from the network to determine 
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Fig. 3: Path with Energy Rich nodes in LBA each node’s information and broadcasting or flooding

packet or complete the initiated communication. The network overhead that causes packet loss, interference
works of [14] was aimed on preserving network and requires retransmissions of lost packets. Therefore,
connectivity by ensuring that each node is at least distributed topology control algorithms (asynchronous),
connected with one neighboring node in the network. scalable and localized are increasingly gaining the
Single node connectivity cannot guarantee network attention of the researchers as it would stable the network
connectivity, so [15] introduced an algorithm that collects connectivity and lifetime without affecting much of the
and maintains routing information about all nodes in a network activities. In addition, they argued that the
network and adjusts node’s transmission power to have performance of MANET is strongly affected by its
connectivity with minimum ‘n’ number of neighbors. physical environment and node density (ref. fig.1). Thus,
COMPOW [16] algorithm was proposed where minimum power control algorithms must adapt the changing
transmit power was determined and the same used by all conditions of the network without degrading the network
the nodes in the network to maximize the network capacity performance too much [19]. 
and minimize node’s energy consumption in Cluster based routing is performed by forming
homogeneous network environment. clusters where a cluster head will act as a base station

Further, they had proposed CLUSTERPOW algorithm coordinator  and  other  nodes acts as members of
which forms clusters dynamically within which same clusters. The work proposed in [20] had an assumption of
transmission power used by the nodes. In addition, they having few bottleneck nodes in every cluster and the
have modified the Bellman-Ford algorithm to optimize the same would be chosen as cluster head (CH). i.e. CH will be
total energy spend on transmitting a packet to the part of minimum number of network activities than member
destination D. Lastly, LOADPOW algorithm was nodes of clusters. An adaptive Power Control [21]
introduced where the optimum transmit power is technique was introduced to improve route reliability by
determined on the basis of network load. When the avoiding route redundancy as each nodes store its 1-hop
network load is high, transmit power is reduced; when neighbor by estimating the signal strength received at last
network load is low, transmit power is increased. This is HELLO () message. Likewise, a node maintains 2-hop and
because to have some control over the network adjacency routing table. Thus, it reduces the overall
interference level of the network. In [17], COMPOW was transmission power while transmitting packets to the
adopted with ‘n’ neighbors’ connectivity over a uniformly destination.
distributed network. MTPR and MBCR [22, 23] have considered the total

Later on, Location based algorithms were introduced transmission cost metric to forward the packets along the
where each mobile node is equipped with directional routing path where MTPR aims to reduce the overall
antenna which helps them in obtaining geographical transmission power consumed per packet without directly
location of its neighboring nodes in a network. This not affecting node’s lifetime, whereas MBCR forces the nodes
only lead to improved network performance, it also to be reluctant to forward the packets if its residual energy
reduces the network interference as transmit power is is too low. 

adjustable. In MANET, use of directional antennas
achieves significant energy saving, still it is difficult due
to resurfacing of various problems such as hidden
terminal, deafness, etc.,. To tackle these challenges,
dynamic adjustment of information rate can be a solution
i.e. increasing variable rate when interference low and
decreasing it when interference is high [18]. 

Global Positioning Systems were initially used for
finding the location information of mobile nodes.
Localized power control algorithms have the following
demerits as well. When the network density is high in
MANET, consisting of thousands of nodes, collecting

them to all network nodes would lead to increased
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Energy Efficient Routing Challenges 2. Foschini, G.J. and Z. Miljanic, 1993. A Simple
Route Discovery: Due to the dynamic movement of mobile
nodes, time varying network topology imposes many
difficulties in route discovery process. Since, the routing
mechanism should be effective in maintaining accurate
information about all nodes in order to perform route
selection and packet forwarding. Importantly, routing
mechanism must utilize minimum amount of resources to
perform network activities [24]. 

Network Density: The performance of MANET can be
largely depends on its routing algorithm and its efficiency
in offering more detailed topology information with up-to-
date. For better performance, mobile nodes can be
distributed uniformly to reduce the exchange of control
message overhead, thus the amount of update network
traffic can be controlled [25]. 

Network Connectivity: The mobility of nodes must be
kept minimum as because the greater the mobility of the
nodes, the shorter the residual lifetime of a link. In
addition,  greater  mobility  might  result   in  excess
volume of control traffic and minimize route validity and
reliability [26]. 

CONCLUSION

Though, power aware routing protocols are effective
in minimizing the energy consumption nodes, this was
achieved at the expense of a decrease in network
throughput and an increase in packet delays. The existing
power aware routing approaches were aimed to minimize
the energy consumption of nodes and entire network in
order to prolong the network connectivity and lifetime. In
the meantime, enough importance was given for other
factors as well such as mobility, topology, positioning of
nodes in a network with the aim of achieving energy
efficiency. Therefore, the existing approaches can be
combined to form a hybrid approach where it can be
tested and evaluated in different network scenarios.
Alongside of this, nodes spend considerable energy while
receiving messages, so receiver’s sensitivity can be
analyzed.
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